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REPORT No. 127. .

AIRCIMJ?T SPEED INSTRUMENTS.

PART L

AIR-SPEED INDICATORS.

BY I?S.ANKUNL. HUNT.

INTEODUCiTON.

T%&report is Section III of a seriesof reports on aeronautic instruments (Techn.icaIReports
Nos. 125 to 132, incksive) prepared by the Aeronautic Ikehunmnta Section of the Bureau of
Standards under research authorizations formukted and recomnmded by the Subcommittee

-. orLAerodynamics and approved by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Much
of’ the material contained in this report was made avaiIable through the cooperation of the,
W~ and Navy Departments.

TYPES OF AIRSPEED INDICATORS.

The e&speed indicator, as its name impks, is an instrument which shows the speed of air-
craft relative to the sir. It gives the speed with reference to. the ground onIy when no wind is
blowing. The ordinary air pnxmre type is SISOused as a buoyancy meter to warn the atiator
when he is approaching the stalling speed at which flight can no kqpr be sustained, or, in
rapid d=cent, when the airspeed is becoming excessiv~

The most usual forma of air++peedindicator, the Pitot and Venturi types, depend for thek
action on the pressure difknmce deveIoped in auitably constructed pressure nozzles by their
motion relative ta the air. These pressurs vary with the speed of the airplane in a manner
which may be definitely determined for each form of nozzle.

The complete instrument consists of two parts, the pressure riozzle, which is Iocakd ordi-
narily on one of the outer struts of the airphme well outside of the propeller aIip stream, and
the indicator, in efhct a sensitive pressure gage, which is fask.uded to the instrument board in
the body of the airphne. The pressure nozzle and indicator are connected by metaI tubing,
which runs aIorg the strut and the edge of one of the wings.

Pressure nozzles commonly used are of two types, (1) Pitot nodes in which pwssures
greater than those of the surrounding atmosphere are developed by the impact of the air at
the open end of a straight tube pointed in the direction of motion, and (2) Venturi nozzles in
which pressures k than those of the surrounding atmosphere are obtained by the rush of air
through the throat of a doubkconed suction nozzle. In some casw the Pitot and Venturi are
combined so as to add the eflects of both.

The pressure developed by Pitot tubes is -pressed by the relation

(1)

h which p is the pressure
pisthedensity of the air

and V the speed.

Numerical relatiotips between air speed and the pressure developed by Pitot nozzles me
shown in &me 2.
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Venturi nozzles are ak &signed to give pressures which vary as the air density and the
square of the velocity over the ordinary range of airplane speeds.

The above equation may be expressed in the more general form

p= Kp-P (2)

The coefficient K is dkuensio:lws, and” ik “value is consequently independent of the system
of units chosen, provided the units are wmeistent. .In the case of Venturi tubes, however, tho
value of the coeflkient depends upon the form of the tube, and at low speeds is also dependent
upon the speed. Numerical relationships between air speed and the pressure differences devel-
oped by various types of Venturi nozzles are shown in fjgure 4.1

Since the readings of instruments .of. the prese~e type are direcily proportiomd to the
density of the air, they iead correctly for a specific density only. ” The standard density now
commonly used in aerodynamics is .001223 gma/cm3, corrwponding to the ckusity of dry air at
a temperature of 15°.6 C. under a pressure of 760 nim. of mercury.

In practice, arrangements must also be made-b debmmiue the static prcseurti”at the
‘point where the Pitot or Venturi nozzle is placed. ~.br this purpose a tube closed at its leading
end and with a concentric ring of small holes or narrow slots at the side k used. TM tube is
pointed in the direction of motion, so th@ the rush of air past the openings at the side of the
tube is at right angk to these openings. ‘I’he static pressure within the tube is in this manner -
maintained the same as that of the undisturbed air without. In nozzles where both ~~tot and
Venturi tubes are used the static head is eliminated,

The indicator proper, or pressure-measuring elgment, consists ordinarily of one or more
corrugated metal capsules inclosed in an air-tight case or of an air-tight case separrd~d by a
membrane of rubber or doped fabric into two air-tight chambers The dynamic opening of the
pressure nozzle is connected to the capsuk, or in the rubber or doped fabric diaphragm-type to
one of the air-tight chambers. The static opening is commcted to the air-tight case, or in the
membrane diaphragm-type to the second air-tight chamber. In Pitot-Venturi instruuwnta
the Pitot is connected to the case or one of the air-tight chambers and the Venturi to the other,
no static head being used. The differential pressure developed in the pressure nozzles causes
the diaphragms to expand or contract, according b the magnitude and direction of the excess
pressure. This motion is carried by. a suitable transfer mechmism to a pointer and indicates
the cmresponding speed on a dial.

Other types of air-speed indicators have been suggested and used h a limited axtent.
Instruments depending on the pressure developed on a flat plate at right mgles ta the direction
of motion have been used. In these the plate is rtttachedto a lever whose motion is resisted by
a spring. The amount of displacement of the lever, which is a measum of the air speed, is indi-
cated by the motion of a pointer attached directiy”to the lever or through the intermediary of
a sector and pinion. These instruments are odinr@y mounted on one of the struts of the
airplane ad read by the-pilot at that distance. Although light and compac~ in arrangement
and of a.simple construction, they are not so accurate as the best indicabra of the pressure-head
type, Instruments of this type obey,the pl” law, for which the above-mentioned formula (2)
applies. .—

Instruments of the anemometer type have been ex@aiveIy used in Germany. In these the
air speed is determined by the rate of revolution of a cup anemometer, which is attached to a
tachometer or rate-of-revolution indicator. Them @struments are also self-contained and are
locatad. on a strut of the airplane, from which position they are read at u distance by “k pilot.
Irdruments of the anemometer type with distant control have also been suggested. In this
form the anemometer alone is located on the strut. Wires lead from it LOthe indicator which ,
is on the instrument board in the fuselage. The speed of rotation of the tachometer eleme~t of

-.
1ForsdetaileddtmueefonofthethewyofPitotandVeduritubesseaAnnuzlRepwtof& NatIonilAdvIzq Cmomfttrefor Aeronwtlcs’ —

191d,ReportNo.2byW.E. HareohelandE.Ehzoklngham.Alsos00Ewrt ofNationaIAdvImryComrnlttwforAerrmaritlraNIl&No.31,OZI
theDevelopmentofAlrSpeedNozzles,byA.F.Zahm.
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the indicator is maintained the same as that of the anemometer by a synchronizing commutator
connected to the anemometer spindle. The energy required h drive the indicator is supplied
from a battery-or generator. Chdy the energy reipired to overcome friction is taken from the
rotating anemometer itself.

&r-speed indicators of the tmemometer type give the actual air speed at all skitudes, since
their indications are practicality independent of the density of the air. Their behavior maybe
exphined in an elernentmy mmner by assuming the motion to depend

+’ .:

only upon the forces acting on the cups a and 3, whose axes are perpen- ww—
dicuhr ta the direction of motion, the etlect of the cups in other posi- ~b .—

tions being considered negligible.
—

If Via the -wlocity of the wind and v the linear velocity of the cups,”
the “velocity of the air relative to cup a is evidantly F+v and that
rdative ta cup b, T—v. Knowing the density of the airp} the coefficients V+V— a
of air resistance kmand khfor the cups a and b, the central CI’OSsection
of the cups A, and the radius R from the ~ to the center of the cups, neglecting friction, the-..

.

driving couple is
k~pA4(V–V)’l?

and the rasisting couple
“.

kapA( r+ V)’l?

The speed of rotation of the cups will increase until these couples are equal; t.~t is, untiI

k~A( F– V)’~= k~ii ( ~+ v)’R

.buming k== 0.033 and k~= CEQ19,as determined by Renard “

;=3. 5

The ratio Y~ is independent of the demit~ of the air and hence of the altitude.

(3)

(4)

.-—

(5)

(6)

ILxperimente have been carried out in the Aerodynamic Laboratories at Gotkingeq in
Germany, which show that this ratio is practically constant over the range of velocities ordi-
narily experienced in airplme flight. For air densities up to an altitude of 5,OOOmeters and

l-r
velocities above 100 kilometers per hour the variation of the ratio ~ is considerably Iesa than

1 per cent.
Efforts have also been made to determine air speed by the rate of flow of air through a

suit.ably constructed flow meter. Experimental instruments of this type have been made which
consist of an air-tight c@@-icrJ chamber with a radisJ vane, ratatab~e about the ti of the
cylinder. Air from a pressure nozzle similar ta a Pitut nozzle is conducted into the chamber
between the radiaI vane and a fied radiaI partition so as to rotate the vane in opposition to a
restraining hairspring by an amount depending on the pressure. The air flows out of the
instrument by way of the clearance between the -mne and the ends of the cylinder, which
clearance is varied in a predetermined manner by suitable.cam surfaces on the inside of the ends
of the cylinder so ss to give the instrument a uniform air-velacity scale.

SmaIIprop@Iers or helical air screws mounted on a strut of the airpIane and cunnected to an
indicating tachometer on the instrument board by electrical commutators have also been tried.

In another type the rotation of the propeller is tited by springs, so that the resultant
motion is Limitedto a fraction of one revolution. By a suitable transfer mechmism this motion
is transmitted to the indicator, which is directiy connected to the propeller support. The
instrument is mounted on a strut and read by the pilot at a distance. It has also been pro-
posed to use a propeUer to operate a snudl magneto, the current from which is conducted by
%es to an indi~a& gaIvan&neter on the im&une& board.
as a diaturb~ factm has to be considered in an instrument of
amount of energy is taken to operate the indicating element.

=-.

—

.-

—
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The possibility of slip enteri&
this type, since an appreciable
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Hot-wire anemometers have deo been designed in which the cooling efTect of a stream

of air on an electrically heated wire grid is taken as a measure of the air speed,~ Tho amount
of energy dissip@ed from such a grid is found to be directIy proportional (1) to &o temperature
difference between the grid and its surroundings (z) to the. square root of the velocity
and (3) to the square root of the density of the air stream. Consequently if the grid is openly
exposed to the fulI wind stream it is insensitive at the &her velocities. This difficulty has been
overcome in a rec%ntly proposed device in which the grid is inclosed in a stream-line envelopo
provided w@h a perforated plug at tb.e incident end, The velocity of the air which pass= tho
grid is thereby greatly reduced and the sensitiveness of the instrument at high velocities mark-

..

&“”””””~~.=

.

. .. . &e. 1,- u-~.

edly increased. By varying the size of the perforations in the T@ tho instrument can bo mado ,
sensitive for the desired range of velocities.- The grid is mak~ain~d at a constant tempcraturo
of from 200° to 300° C. above that of the air stream by balancing it on a bridge. The air velocity
is found by the energy dissipated by the grid. The device is complicated and not suitd for
ordinary use for determining the speed of aircraft, but might be used in performance tests.
Since the readings of the instrument are proportioned to the square root of tho product of the
density and the velocity and not of the density and the square of the velocity, the device is not a
direct reading buoyancy meter as ie the~itot or Venturi meter of the ordinary type. It is also
evident that a determination of the air density is necessary before the velocity can be found.

*Seaelse,OncomeproposedeledrlceJmethodsofrwordinggesflowIncheundsandPIP=ba!d onthelinearhokwlre&nomemct&,byL.V,
-.

K!ng,JoumeJFrenklhrIneWute,August,1916,p.191.
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DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Nozzle.s.-A group of typical Pitot nozzIes ia shown in figure 1. A is an early type of
British nozzle and B an esrly type nomde of American mmmfacture. The dynamic openings
are at the extreme outer ends of the tubes. Each is provided with a hood, behind which the
static tube terminates. A alight suction is produced by these hoods, so the tubes are sfrlcfly
speaking not simple Pitot t:bes. C is a German Pitat nozzle. This consists of a tube about
seven-&ohths of an inch in ih~eter and 5 inches long. The dynamic opening is at the rounded
end. The nozzIe t.apemsharply at the trai@ end. The static openings are in the depmed ‘ “-
ring or groove in the side of the tube about 1 inch back from the open end. The tubing which
connects the nozzle to the indicator is closed in a stream%ne casing. D is an American nozzle
in which the dynamic and static heads tie separate tubes about one-fourth inch in diameter. .—

—
.. —

—
—.—

.—

These are bent upward at a sharp angle to -
prevent the accnmuIation of water in the
tubes. The static head has a series of he
concentric holes in the side of the tube. E is
a Pitot nozzle of British design in which the
dynamic and static tubes are concentric, the
dynamic tube being inside of the static tube.
The dynamic open@ is at the extreme end
of the tube. The concentric riqg of hok in
the static tube can be seen at the side about
2 inches from the end. F is a standard British

—
“—

..

. .

—

Pltot nozzIe. The static head in this case has
- .—

., “—
4 concentric rings of hoks about on-fourth

.——.-

of an inch apart aIong the side of the tube.
-.

G is a Pltat nozzle in which au annular series
.- ..

of slots are provided in the static head
.

instead of the smaIl round holes which” are
usually used. Experiments indicate that

...-.—

smell round hoks are in ge.mmd a more reli-
ermhing the static prew.re.able means of det ,

The pressures developed by these nozzles
.-=

for the ordinary speed rmge of airpImc9 is
..—-—

indicated in @@e 2S The curve marked
——

T represeni%the theoretical valum computed
.-

by the PV law. The Iarger differential pres-
—

.

sums developed by nozzles A and B m-edue ~
to the slight suction caused by the hoods.

m
&%YIn mf%sperEr

m

Nozzles C!and E developed pressures which FIG.2.-cdcM’atIonofPM IKmIes-9hcmnfnfig.L
.—

are the same within the axprimentaI error.
Nozzles D, F, and G me also practically identicaI in performmce. With the exception of “
nozzks A and B the values aggee oIosely with the theoretical curve, which shows that Pitot

-.

nozzles may &tTerconsiderably in the details of com.truction and stiIl follow closely the p P law.
A seriesof nozzles of the Venturi and Pitot-Venturi type me shown in Fig. 3. A represents

a single Venturi nozzIe of French design. At the side of the tube about two-thirds of the dis-
tance from the forward end can be seen an anmdar row of hoks -which constitute the static

.-—.

openingg. k this nozzle the suction and static tubes are concentric. B is a German double
-.

Venturi nozzle and C a I?wich double Venturi nozzle. In both of these a small Venturi tube
.—

is located at the throat of the large Venturi tube and concentric with it. A greater dHerentisl
pressure is thereby obtained than with the single nozzle. In these nozzles no static connection

—— —...—

is used. D and G are Pitot-Venturi nozzIes made from the design of Dr. A. F. Z&m for use --

xmm resultsandthIIMonl”mtmi‘mlMswhichfollowsWI?ZSobttid fnCOOP-HOIIwithth?W@dTutuKJSW oftheBu.rEMofstandards.
-—
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on naval aircraft. D is of electroplated copper and G of cast ahuninum. These have both
a pressure and a suction nozzle. The suction nozzles are distinguished by tho long protruding
cones and the Pitat nozzles by the short orifices on the supporting arm of tho Venturis. By
their combined action these nozzles develop a hrger diderential pressure than either the Pitot
or Veiititi aIone, but they are rather large and heavy. They are attached to oue of tho outer
struts of the airplane with the supporting arm incliuej down-ward at an angle of 46° to prevent
water choking the tubes.

Another form of Pitot-Venturi nozzle similar to the Zahm but much smfiler and “equally
&ective as regards the dtierential pressure developed is shown in E. This nozzle was deveIoped

●
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l?m. &-Venturi andPito&\’eutauinozzles.
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at the Bureau of Stindards in collaboration with the Bureau of Aircraft Production, FistJ
double Venturi noiile of French design. The Venturi tube, which is the upper of the two
shown in the ihstration, is stream Iined on the outside, This nozzle was designed for use with
the Toussain&Lep&e recording air speed indicator shown in iigure 21.

Venturi nozzles have the advantage of developing much greater difTerentid pressures than
Pitot nozzles, so that more ~~ged indicators can be used with them, which is a consideration
in view of the vibration and other unfavorable conditions to which the indicator is continuously
subjected in use. On the other hand slight differences in the size and shape of Venturi nozzks
introduce large changes in the pressures developed so @at it is difllcult to manufacture Venturi
nozzles of required unifomnity, whiIe P~tot nozzles are insensitive to wide variations of dimen-
sions and shape. At present Pitot nozzles are used almost entirely in England and Venturi
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nozzles are generaIly used in France. During the recent war American nozzIes were almost
entirdy of the Pitot-Venturi type. Most German nozzles are VentUris.

Calibration curves of the above Venturi nozzles are shown in &me 4. The performance
of the American Pitot-Venturi nozzh D, E, and G is represented by curve D. E. G. They are all
designed to develop the same differential pressures. The French Pit&Venturi F gives slightly
huger values for the differential pressure, but
not quite so large vahes as the single French
Ventuxi A with static connection. At corre-
sponding speeds the two double Venturi nozzIes
B and C give practically three times the dif-
ferentiaIpressure developed by any of the other
instrument.

Indicators.-Thermchanisms of representa-
tive airspeed indicators of thePitot and Venturi
type are shown in accompanying photographs.
Figure 5 is an eady Foxboro indicator of
haerican manufacture for use with the Pitot
nozzle shown in @ggureIB. The nozzle is
connected to two batteries of small metal dia-
phragms D. b addition to the elastic resist-
ance of the diaphragms themselves to the
internal pressuredeveloped by the nozzle, small
coiled springs S are provided, which connect
alI of the units of each battery. The motion

‘of the diaphragms is transmitted by the levers
L to the sector K which engages a pinion on
the ~ointer shaft. The reservoir R which is

c
m

50

i A“? I

1 I I WI I I I I

.$&d m miles.nff huw

ma.L-cfmrMcm of%-did SiulPM-vellturIno221EsShlRJlh E& &.
inserted between the nozzIe connection and the diaphragms iaprovided to damp the oscillations
which wouId otherwise be ,set up b~ momentary fluctuations in the nozzle pressure. This
indicator is much Ianzer and heavier than the Iater tvrwa used duti the recent war. The
scale is dso not unifo-m~ being considerably cornpress~~ at the low spe~d end.

A$4%5w.”””““”’”K

I s L

Fta.5.–Foxbcco airqeed fndicatm, Pitottype.

-..”.’”. ..—
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FIQ. O.-spturySIMpeOi indkatcr.

The Sperry instrument shown in @e 6, of heric~ manufacture, is provided with a
single corrugated metal capsuleD. It is used in connectiogwith the Pitot nozzIe shown in figure
IE. The &aphraggmD p>esses against the steel pin P which has a helical groove in its outer
surface. A screw A in the frame B engages the groove. The indicating pointer is tied to the
upper end of the steel pin P and as the diaphragm expands the ~in P is forced out &aIIy and
rotated simultaneously by the action of the spiral groove thereby indicating through the dis-

.

—

—
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placement of the pointer, the magnitude of the deflection of the diaphragm. This transfer
mechanism is simple, but friction eflects are larger than in instruments of the seci..r and pinion
type, and, moreover, it is not practicable to vary the pitch of the spiral groove sufficiently to
make the scale uniform.

Figure 7 is the mechanism of a Mmroe PiLot indicator of British manufacture which has a
single diaphrae- m~de of sflver. This diaphraam is connected by a short le-mr arm to the arbor
A. At the end of the arbor is a pin P which terminates at the dot S. The expansion of the
diaphmgm causes the arbor A to rotate and the pin P to slide along the slot S, thereby dis-

.
l%. 7.-Mumw dr+xjd Indkmx.

placing the sector T. This sector meshes with a piniog on the shaft of tho indicating pointer I.
The sliding contact at the slot is used to make the scalemore nearly uniform by regulating tlm
direction of the slot relative to the sector so as to increase the relative deflection for the lower
velocities. A hairspring is attached to the pointer shaft to prevent backkh.

Figure 8 represents a Smith indicator of the Pitot type. It is of British manufacture.
The two corrugated metil diaphraaw D which are ofiet, are connected by a lover mechanism
to opposite sides of the arbor A. Otherwise the transfer mechanism is the same as that of the
indicator just described. Both were designed for use with a nozzle of the type F, figure 1.

A

--—- -r.- 1“ ‘-
.

,-. -—

—

.’

FTC.8.-SLUM81HPWJ4Indirator.

The instrumerit shown in figfure9, an Ogilvie instrument, also British, is provided with a.-
diaphragm D of rubber, the ten~on of which-is regdated to conform to the range of pressures
to be measured. It h used in connection with a Pitot “tube. The transfer mechanism is wry
simple. A silk fiber F attached to the center of the diaphragm passes o~er a small idler Bf and
is wound around the pointer stake T. The pressure nozzle of the Pitot tube is connected to
the chamber on one side of the rubber diaphragm and the static connection to the other, The
differential pressure thus obtained causes the diaphraam to expand, thereby unwinding the
fiber from the pointer stake and indicating a deflection depending upon the pressure developed.
The back of the instrument is cup shaped. With increasing pressure the diaphraeq expands
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untfi it comes in contact with the back, thereby protecting the diapbragg from injury under
excessive pressure. This instrment is simpler in construction than any of the others of the
same t~-, but is difficult to readjust if throvm out of
adjustment. This indicator was designed for use with
nozzle E, figure 1.

F~e 10 shows a Clift instrument which has a
diaphraa- of doped silk, D. It is of Briti m~-
ufacture. The center of the diaphragm is covered
by a metallic disk K at the center of which is a pin
P. The pin is in contact with the spring S. A le-rer
L attached to an arbor A rests against the spring S.
At the end of the arbor is a pin which engages a
slot attached to the sector T m the usual manner.
h this instrument the spr@g S is the elastic member
which takes the place of the corrugated diaphraep in
the instruments previously described. The air-tight
chamber cm one side of the doped silk diaphragm is
connected to the pressure tube of a Pitot nozzle; that
on the other side, to the static tube. h a re.dt of the
diRerentiaI pressure developed the pin P is pressed
against the spring S which in turn operates the indicat-
ing mechanism bymeqns of the lever L. NozzIeG, figure
1, was deaign~d to use with this indicator.

.,
-r

—_—
_.. . .-—T. .“.. ._

FIG. !L-ogimeair+’peedindlcatcc.

An AtrnOSP&t indicator of German manufacture with doped silk dia@ragm iS shown b

—

—

tlgure 11. A pin attached to~the plate P in the~center of the-diaphragm presses against the

spring S which is in contact .tith the steel balI B at the end of the adjustable lever L which
in turn is attached to the arbor A. The pin T also attached to the arbor A supports the tie
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fiber F which is wound around the stake of the pointer. The expansion of the diaphragm
presses the spring S against the ball lever L] thus rot:ating tie arbor A and causing the fiber F
to unwind and move the pointer, Above the spring S is a second spring S’ supported at both
ends and depressed nesr the center by an adjustable set screw K. The lower spring S con-
forms to the curved surface of the upper spring S’ which is adjustable, thus making it possible
to vary the openness of the scxde. The lever L also provides an additional means of adjus~
ment. This indicator was designed for use with nozzle C, @me 1.

Pitot nozzks tie sometimes used with liquid manometer indicators. Figure 12 shows
such an indicator, &b Pioneer, of American manufacture, designed for nw with the nozzle

—... . .
-- -.

/““
D

“/”

f.”
~. ,“ . .

shown and also in figure 1, D. The reservoir at the base is of ~arge diameter compared with
that of the column CIIliquid which indicates the air speed, so that ~ractica.llyall of the motion
of the liquid is in the tube. The velocity is read directly from the scale which is graduated
in milw per hour. A similar device, the Elliott, of British manufacture, is shown diagram-
matically in figure 13. In this case instead of a single large resarvoir at the base of the indicator
tube two narro~ reservoirs A and B ire provided, one on each side. There am also safety
traps C and D between the indicator and the nozzle connections to prevent the loss of the
indicating liquid in case the instrument @ inverted. The scrde is adjustable for zero correction.
The liquid type of indicator is not much used at present, Aside from the possibility of loss
of liquid which would give erroneous readings, and also tihing errors the SCSIOof the instrument
is not uniform, being excessively compressed at the low velocity end. Moreover, it is tho
general opinion that a dial with an indicating pointer is much more easily read at a glanco
than a liquid column so that the former type of indicator is preferred by most aviators.

Figure 14 represents a Badin instrument of French manufacture deeigned for use with
the double Venturi. nozzle shown in @ure 3C. A single corrugated metal capstde is used.
The transfer mechanism is essentially the same as that of the Pitot instruments just described.
The motion of the diaphragm D rotates the arbor A and presses the pin P against the scctur ‘E
which engages a pinion on the pointer shaft S. The indicator show-nis for use with a Venturi
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t~k Instruments of this ddgn are also used with Pitot tubes. In this case a lmife edge
projects from the sector T beyond the pivot V. The pm P makes contact with the lmife edge
on the opposite side of the pivot horn that shown in&me 14 so that the ,@rectiop of the motion
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Fm. 18.-ElUottahqefd Indkatm,IIqafdtYP&
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the dia~hragms expand and in the latter contract.

Figure 15 shows an impromd type of Badin mechanism. A small contact disk P attached
to the diaphragm pushes against the jeweI J at tie end of the short counter balanced lever L

s..+ —--.:.
&=-&- ----- /
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attached to ti~ arbor A. The pin K operates the sectar S which meshes with the pinion
attached to the pointer. ‘llm wctor S serves es a caunterbelance for the sector S. Jeweled
bearings are used throughout except those of the arbor A. .
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The Bruhn indicator shown in Fig. 16 is of German manufacture and was designed for use
with the nozzle shown in figure 3B. The mechanism consists of a single bronze diaphragm
which contracts, thereby rotating the sector S by means of the connecting strip T. The sector
engagesa pinionon the stake of the pointer.

Figure 17 represents a Bristol instrument of the Pitot-Venturi type of American manufac-
ture designed for use with nozzles shown in @re 3 D, E, and G, alI of which develop the same
differential pressure It is provided with two superposed diaphragms. Their motion under.the
differential nressure of the Pitot-Ventui node is tia~mitted by tie lever L ~ tie ~bor A and.

m+.M.-Bruhn&sped iudtcatcr.

thence by the pin P to a movement of the shling contact
type identical in principle to those previously deecribed. A
coil of capillary tubing C is inserted between the diaphragms
and the nozzle connection to dampen tha vibration of the
pointer under the action of wind gusts encountered in
flight. The same re.dt is aIao sometimes obtained by
inserting baflle plates in the connecting tubes. The bdlle
plates consist of disks of thin metal pmforated with small
holes. Still another method of damping vibration is to
connech the case instead of the diaphragm to the suction
nozzle, thereby increasing the volume of air displaced,
which tends to neutralize momentary fluctuations in
pressure.

Figure 18 is a Foxboro instrument of the Pitot-Venturi
type, which is made by the same ~eric~n man~act~er as the Pitot ~t~ent sho~m in
figure 5. It is designed for use with the Pitot-Venhu-i nozqles shown in figure 3 D, E, and G.
The indicator ,issimilar in co~tictiop to the pitot instrument except that in tho Pitot-Venturi
form the diapha=fi contict instead of expanding under the resultant differential pressure.
‘l%Qlevers from the diaphragms to the sector are connected so.aa to mako the pointer rotato in
the same direction in both instruments. The Pitot-Venturi instrument is also provided with
adjustable sprkgs T wfich are used to give a uniform scale by con&training the motion of tlm
diaphragm when the d~erential pressure has become sut?icient to bring the pins 1?in contact

Fm.17.–Brl9Mti-sxd MIcata.

with the springs T, thus increasing the resistance to motion for the larger velocitk for which the
differential pressuresare proportionally greater.

The Precision instrument shown in figure 19, ~ American fititient of the Pitot-Venturi
type designed for use with nozzles D, E, and G, @e 3, is provided with three superposed metal -
diaphragms. The bail and slot transmission is used but differs from those previously described
in that the slot is curved instead of straight. By properly choosing the curm of the cam the
scale of the instrument can be made practically uniform. The transfer mechatim is statically
balanced by a small weight W attached-to the arbor A. The yoke Y is provided with adjusting
screws.
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Figure 20 shows a King instrument, also of American manufacture, designed for use with the
Pitot-Venturi nozzle shown in @me 3 D, El and G. The motion of the diaphraagpnsis trans-
mitted to the arbor A, at the end of which is fastened a haiipin B of stifTwire which makes sliding
contact with a second wire C attached to the sector S. The instrument is adjusted by bending
the mireC and the hairpin B. A wide range of adjustment is in this wav possible. On the other.

.—
—

—

hand, a slight rough&s or corrosion of-the &e or hairpin
greatly increases the friction errors and slight accidental bend-
ing of the wires seriously affects the calibration.

Figure 21 is aToussaint-Lep&erecordingairspeedindicator
of French manufacture. Itt is also of the Pitot-Venturi type
and designed for use with the nozzIe shown in &m 3 F. 11 is
provided with two rubber diaphra=~ which are inclosed in
the chambers C and C’. These diaphra=m are built .up of
annular stampings of rubberized fabric which are cemented
together in the form of cylindrical bellows. The diaphragms
are attached to the connecting rod R which in tmmactuates the
lever system L and the pen P. The eIastic resistance member
is the spring S. This in conjunction with the lenr system prc-
vides a practically uniform scale. The Pitot nozzle is connected
to the chamber C and the Venturi to the chamber C’. The
record is made on a graduated chart K which is fastened to a
drum operated by clockwork.

Figure 22 is a Colombelinstrument of French manuf”actture
in which the combined air-speed indicator and altitude readings
are obtained on a singIechart. The air-speed indicator element
is shown at A.. It um.sists of a simple corru&t& metal dia-

.—
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Fio. lK-mxMco ah-sped lndhitor,Pitd-vETl-

turitype.

P- ~ement w~~ is ~~ec~ed by a kvw sys~~ ~ to the pointer P. It is designed for use
with a Venturi nozzle. .

A French device of the pressure pIate type is shown in figure 23. The displacement of the
square plate B under the air pressure developed is opposed by the spring S. The amount of .
the displacement is a measure of the airspeed. This is indicated by the motion of the pointer P.

—
—

m. 19.—Pm?Mm ak.spsx hdkatm.

The magnitude of the excursion can be regulated by the adjustment~of the leverage of the arm
A and the tension of the spring at K.

Another instrument of the pressure-pIate t~e, the Pe&uti, is shown in figure 24. It is of
Italian manufacture and was extensively used on Italian airpIanes during the recat war. A .
small circular shuni.num plate P is attached to the lever L. This moves the sector S which

.—

..

.
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meshes with a pinion on the pointer shaft. The motion of the le-rer under the air pressure is
resisted by a spring R. The amhnt of the displaoement of the lever and the resultant motion of
the pointer is a measure of the air speed of the airplane. The did is marked to indicate mini-
mum, maximum, and ordinary speed, but is not graduated in units of speed. The brass buttons
shown on the dial are adjustable, so that the minimum, maxinmq and ordina~ speed can be

FIG. m-wxeu&ir*ed tn(ucatcr.

Fm. z4.-Pen.suuti+peeandkata-.

chained accordhuz to the dane on which the instrument is mounted. The indicator is located.
on a strut, or in pkmes of the pusher type near the front of the fusdage.

Figure 25 shows a Morell instrument of the tmemometer type, of German manufacture: -
The rotation of the cup anemometer A forces the weights W of the centrifugal tachometer to
which it is attached out from the axis of revolution in opposition to the springs S. This dis-
placement lifts the pin P through the acti;n of the lever L1 The lower end of the pin is attached
to the sector K which meshm with a pinion on the pointer
shaft. The amount by which the pointer is displaced is pro-
portional to the displacement of the weights W which in turn
depends upon the rate of revolution of the cups and thus on the
speed of the airpl.ane. This instrument is SISOdf-contained
and is located on a strut of the airplane or eIsewhereaway from

c

the propelIer slip stream, from which position it is read at a
distance by the piIot.

Figme 26 shows the indicatirqg element of a FaweB~le E1&m.–r,~emw ti~ ~~ti.
distant reading anemometer aii--speed indicator. It has two
pairs of cups A connected to a synchronizing conunutntor B. This commutator converts

. direct current from Hbattery or generator into three-phase alternating current which is suppIied
through bushes C to the field coils of a synMmmcmsmotor attached to the indicati~melement of
a centrifugal tachometer on the ina.trument board. The frequency of the alternating cunrent
and consequently the rate of rotation of the tachometer motor depends on the rate of rotation of
the commutator.

!?Ol%i-23-37
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GENERAL SPECIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS.

Under the conditions of use air-speed indjc~tors are subjected to wide variations .of tgnl-
perature ancl pressure, to vibration and exposure to the weather. The instruments must,
therefore, be carefully dcsignerj, and constructed, and made to conform to rigid specifications
which from the mmnufacturer’s point of rie~v”is di!licult because of t.ho inherent delicacy of
constructim.

The mechanism is ordinarily made of brass to .dnimize corrosion and the. IIiaphragms, if
of mehd, of bronze: German silver, .orsimilm alloys. Ste:eland siIver diaphragms havo also been
used. The dial should be of metal, and @equately~&k to prevent warping under serfice con-
ditions. . The case is generfi!ly made of aluminum or light aluminum nlloy. The entire indicator
need not weigh more than 1~ pounds.

The dial graduations should preferably be concentric tith the cfiw. Important figures
such as 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 should be about $ mil~meters high to be easily read, and ordinarily
are made luminous with radium pnint. The scale should be appro~imately equally dividetl.
The pointer should be counterbalanced, and it is :$~igarily ilhu+inatcd on the indicating end.
‘he bushing should be of brtiss or other noncorroslye material so that thi pointer can tic cnsily
removed for resetting. The pointer should .be free. to swing pnst the zero point. No stop RL
zero should be used. It is gyneral~y necessary to &mpen the movement of the pointer of in-
struments of the Pitot, ml Irenturi type by inserting a coil of tie copper tlfbing inside the cnsc
between the diaphragms and the suction connection or .to inse~t in tlm tubing small IMfllc
plwtes pcrfomted by firm holes.

. .

For convcmience of replacement dl the parts shouid lmmndc With sufficient occurncy h)
insure interchrmgmbility with corresponding parts of ony other instrument Imdc to (he samr
specifications.

.

The relation botwcen the pressure developed at the pressure nozzle and the corresponding
ttir speed should be given by a table or formula, @ the indicator required to bc ticcumtuly
calibrated in conformity there-with. For ordinary “1’itot nozzles this relation is

J’=45.@li (7)

For the Pitot-Venturi nozzle designed by Dr. A.. F,. Zahm and nt prcsctit used by lho Uniled
States Aviation Service

Y=17.89J (8)

where J’ is the -reloc.ity in m. p. h. ancl h the corrcsprmding differential pressure in imhw uf
watcr.

“It is practicable to mrtkeair-speed indicatom so that the scale errors at room tempernturo
do not exceed 1 per cent of the tohd scale rrmga at rmy pmt of the scnlc. When calibrfiting,
readings me usually taken with the dial vertical wwe tappi~g the indic~ltor t~’e~imina~efricti~n
errors, and with both increasing and decreasing scnle readings. Indicators should bo calibrated
at low and high temperature as well as at room temperature since a wide variation of temperature
is experienced in flight. The maximum scale errors ove~ a temperature range from -10° C
to + 40° C should not exceed 2 per cent of the total scrde ringe at any part of the scale, when
readings are taken both with increrising and decreasing scale readings and with tapping,

To test the effect of continued vibration suc~ ,M is experienced in use, the indicators me
subjected in the laboratory 10 vibration on a aui~ably constru’ctel~~ibration st~nfl for s~vern~
hours. l)ur”~ ~ibration they are generally maintained at approximately half scale Mlcction
in which com?ition the pointer. should not oscillate nppreciablav,cert~inly n6t tnore thtin 1 pm
cent of the total scale range. After vibration for at least five hours, the cmors at no part. of
the scale should exceed 1 per cent of the totul scmlerrmgc.

To teat the effect of changes of position, readings should be taken in laboratory tests when
the indicators are changed from a v@ical ta a horizontal position and when rotated lat~rally
to the right or left through an angle of 90°. The_differences should not amount to more than

>.
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1 per cent of the total scale range. The pointer should move smoothly &der a uniformly
increasing prwsure sufficient to give full scale defkotion in not less than 15 seconds. ~ a
further test of friction the “&fference in readings before and after tapping is taken. This
should not exceed 1 per cent of the total scale range.

The elastic properties of the diaphragms maybe tested by subjecting the indicators for at
least one tiute to a Uerential pressure approximately 50 per cent.greater than that required
to produce full scale deflection. Not more than five minu tea after the release of the pressure
the pointer, with tapping, should return to zero within the linear equivalent of one per cent of
the total scale range. While under this pr~sure diaphragms and case maybe tested for leaks.
AS a further indication of the elastic behavior of the diaphragms Me indicators may be sub-
jected for semral hours to a pressure sticient to give full scale deflection. After the rele~e of
this pressure the pointer should return, with tapping, within five minutes to approximately zero.

The pointer should have sufficient quiclmess of response to return to rest within. one
second after the relesse of a pressure corresponding to a deflection of appro.xinmtely 100 miles
per hour, and after a sudden change of pressure, corresponc@g to approximately 10 miles per
hour, the pointer shouId assume its new position within one second.

-.

..—

RESULTS OF TESTS ON AIR-SPEED INDICATORS AT’ THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS.

The re.dts 4 of tests conducted recently at the Bureau of”Standards on Pitot-Tenturi in-
struments are given in Table 1. The instruments are grouped according to the manufacturer
as indicated in column 1. Column 2 gives the number of instruments subjected to the tests
indicated in the succeeding cohunns, with the e--ception noted at the bottom of the table. In
~j~)]~n 3 are the aver~mescaIe errors in miIes per hour computed by first finding the arer~we
of the errors without regard to si=as for each instrument and then the average of these averagis
for each make of inatrqment. k column 4 are the a~erage differences of readings with incre~-
ing and decreasing deflection computed h the same mrmner; in cohmm 51 the average differ-
ence in read@ before and after tapping the instruments; in cohmm 6, the average change in
reading due to maintaining the inatrumenk at full scale deflection continuously for five hours;
in column 7, the avera@ chapge in readq due to subjecting the instrument moment ariIy to
a pressure 50 per cent greater than that corresponding to fuLl scaIe deflection. The inst~nts
of groups B and C were made by the same iirni, but those in group C, which represent an im-
proved model, were so much better than the previous samples as to warrant placing them in a
separate group. The improvement between groups B and C is representative of the develop-
ment in air-speed indicators of tierican manufacture during the recent war.

.
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“ TABLEl.—RestdLs~f teste of air-qwd mterm.

BY TEE BUREAU OF STANDAZDS.

1 “11 Errors fndesperhour.

I I 1 I I I

*Amnge 0[ 16hlmuments.
+Aremge of 14instruments.
Ahrerege of 22 fnetrmnents
“Average of M fnstsuments
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MTITUDE EFFECTON MR-SPEEDindicators.

Since the pressure developed by Pitot and Venturi nozzles s is proportional to tho density
of the medium with reference to which they are moving and the square of the speed, the prcssuro
developed by such nozzlcs for a given velocity is less,at high altitudes tlym tit tho surfaco of the
earth (at 20,000 feet approximately cme-half as great.). Consequently an air speed indicator,+
which depends upon dynamic pressure for its veloclty indication tind is cdibrntwl for air at
sea level density will show readings at high altitud~ which are.too low. This dots not affect “
the use of the instrument as a buoyancy meter, however, since the buoy.aucy effect wi~ bo ~lw
same for a given speed rea@g whatever the fdtituclc, although the airplane must be flying
faster at high altitudes to produce a given reading.

If P is tho pressure developed by the nozzle, V, the speed of the airpltme, V tho reading of
the instrument, K a constant depending upon the construction of the nozzle, p the density of
the air, rmd POthe standard density for which the instrument was calibrated

Awuming that the
absolute temperature

p = &l\~; = Kpov “ (9)

density of the nir is proportional to the barometric prcssuro and tho

LJL~

P-PO pJ

where B is the barometric pressure and T the absolute
Substituting in Eq. (9)

1~

(10)

temperature of the air.

.

V,= FV where 1? is the multiplying frtctor -J/;;: (12)

The change in fiir-speed indicator readings at different altitudcs and for different tempmn-
tures are shown in F%. 27, from data computed tit the Bureau bf Stamltuds,a on tho btisis of
this formula and the assumption that the readings of the instrument aro independent of com-
prewibility and viscosity. The pressures in millimeters of mercury arc plotted as abscisstz am]
the fwtor by which the observed indicator reading must be multiplied to give the correct vclocit.y
with referemceto the air at various altitudes and for different temperature fis ordina[~~. l’~~~
tititudm were computed by the altitude pressure relation:

759.6H= 62900 logj,-r (13)

Where H is the altitude in feet and p tho barometer pressure in millimctws of mercury.
An instrument for computing this correction, known w the Appleyard air-speed computer,

has been devised. It solYes.the expr~sion

d
v,= v ~ (14)

and hence corrects the indicated air speed V only for changes of pres.ww. If the air tompwature
is known, further correction can be made by subtracting 1 per cent of the air speed M determined
by the computer for each 5.5° C. below 16° C.

The instrument consists of two concentric circular scales rotatable relative to each oiller. -.
Air speeds are graduated on the inner scale and altitudes on the outer. The indicated air speed
is set against the altitude and the corrected air speed-is read opposite. ●

LThe limitations of thlestatement are discuesIMfn Report No. 110,Nationsl Adrlsary Cammittee for Aeronautics, 1’W.
c Pcepered by Mr. H. N. Eaton, of the Bureau of Standexds.
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AIRCRAFT SPEED INSTRUMENTS.

PART IL

TESTING OF AIR-SPEED METERS.

13Y H. 0. STEARNS.

INTRO’DUCYITON.

There are three ~ypw of tests which may be made to determine the accuracy of ~ir-speed
metem; flight testi, wind tunneI tests, and static or Laboratory tests. The fight test requires
that the instrument be installed in an airplane and that a measured course be chosen. A test
of this kind when properly carried out gives the mmt complete corrections, for it includes not
only the errms in the instrument and pressure head, but also a correction due to the location
of the pressure head. Ordinarily, however, owing to varying atmospheric conditions, a numlmr
of corrections must be made to the data taken to obtain the desired result. The wind tunnel
tests give the correct performance of the combined ~dicator and pressure nozzle under con-
ditions which can be regulated with a considerable degree of accuracy. The wind tunnel is
also the most convenient means by which the errors of the pressure nozzle alone can be deter-
mined, but the error due to the position of the pressure nozzle can not be found in this manner.
For an exact determination of this free fight tests are necessary. The method of combining
wind tunnel and static tests will be discussed later.

The static tests am applied simply to the indicating part of the instrument, which is trmted
for this purpose as a delicate pressure gage. Tbia @ an accurate method of determining the
errors assuming the pressures delivered by the pressure nozzle to be correct. The static tests
“are those to which the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the Bureau of Standards has given
special attention, and a more complete description of these will be given here than of the other
teats. _—

LABORATORl!APPARATUSFOR STATICTESTS.

The apparatus necessary for tinting various types of Pitot and Venturi air-speed meters
includes manometers with suitable regulating valves, a vacuum pump, or some source of
reduced pressure, pressure pump, temperature chamber, and vibrating board.

For the tests a ~acuum equivalent to 12 or ‘more inches of mercury should be available.
The pressure does noh need to be greater than 4 to.5 inches of mercury. Since the LCS[Sarc
static, a large capacity is not neceemry in the exhaust system. The most. essential pmt of the
equipment is the manometer and there are two types which are in general use—the U tube and
the single-tube manometer. By changing the density of the liquid the”lengths of these manonl-
etera can be varied over a wide range. For the manometers, tubing at least a fourth of an
inch in diameter should be used in order to reduce as much as poasiblc the efTectof cnpilhwity.

The standard manometer used at the Bureau of Standards is a single-tube water manonl-
eter with 100-inch cohmm, It carries a simle grad~ated in inches and in miles pcr hour, also
a soale in knots for calibrating hTavyinstruments. The miles per hour scaIe was taken from tile
calibration chart of the Zahm pressure head as determined in the Washington Navy Yard wimi
tunnel, for which the corresponding formula is V= 17.891ih~where V is in miles per hour and II
in inches of water. Another single-tube water manometer is used for calibrating indicators tu

582 . .
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be used with Pitot pressure heads. This has a scale graduated in cm. and another in miles per
hour accoqling to the formula V= 45.1S%lli-forthe units above mentioned. A U-tube water

.- .
manometer (see fig.1) is used for most of the testing, since it is more convenient than the longer

-—-—

single-tube manometer.
To facilitate the rapid testing of instruments a contrcd “valve is used with the test apparatus

which makes it psible to set the instruments at a predetermined reading in a comparatively
—,

.

FIG. L

short time. This is a four-viay d-ie which controls the flow of the air to or from the ine.tru-
ments at any desired rate. .

Instruments are tested in a temperature chamber to determine the effects of temperature
on the working parts. The chamber used at the Bureau of Standards is about 4 feet long and
3 feet deep (fig. 2). It is double-walled and has a 3-inch space bet~een the inner and
outer wall filled with heat-insulating material. The front is closed by a sliding double plate
glass window so that the instruments can be read from outside. At the back of the chamber
a cooIimg coil is located which has a radiating surface of about 26 square feet. With ammonia-
cooled brine a temperature of – 10° C. is thus obtained. Electric heaters are attached to the
upper part of the chamber, as shown in f@re 2. With both of these connected a temperature

. .
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of 60° C. can be maintained. Two 8-inch variable speed fans are used to keep the air in circula-
tion. The rack shown in figure 2 is used to hold {he instruments whale under test. This rack
is equipped with a tapping device by which the instruments are t.apptid before e&h reading.
It is operated electrical~y from outside of the chamber.

A vibrating board is used to determine the effect of vibration such as is axperiencod on an
airplane, and also to see if the pointer of the instrument vibrates under conditions approxi-
mating those of actual flight. The upper part uf the board is arranged to hold the instrurncnt
rigidIy in place during tibration. Below the horizontal board is a motor for producing tlm
vibrations. In figure 3 can be seen the board d amautomatic device for stopping the motor
at any desired time. To the motm is attached an eccentrically loadod flywheel. Tho position

Fm. 2.

of the load can be varied, thus making it possibla ti~hange the character of tho vibrations for
any given voltage on the motor. Lamps and rheostats can be so arranged as to secure any
required speed for the motar. For a given location of the load on the flywheel, and a given
speed, the amplitude of vibration depends on the inertia of the board. Hence, the desired
amplitude should be secured by making final adjustments after the instruments aro in place.

PROCEDURE OF TESTS.

Before beginning a test the valves of the testing apparatus are adjusted so that both arms
of the manometer are open to the air. The zero reading is then noted, and if mmmsaryread-
justed. It is advisable to run the manometer to a full scale reading and back before beginning
a @t. This wets the tube and prevents irregular capillary effects. Instruments of the dia-
phragm type are then subjected to the following tas@_

Zero wadhg.-Before any strain has been put on the diaphragms of an instrument its
zero reading should be taken,
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Taf8~or leaks.-titer all the connections have been made a differential prtwmre sticient
to give a 60-nde per hour deflection shouId be appIied and he~d for 10 to 15 seconds to test for
[eaks: It has been found convenient in making connections viiti rubber tubing to use glycerin
to insure tight joints and also to enable the connections to be made easily.

Calibrationbefore uihdion.—h initial calibration is made to determine the condition of
the instruments as received and to form a basis for studmying later the aflect of uther teats. The

.-.

instruments are connected to the test apparatti previously described and the pressures required
for a series of scale readings determined first with increasing sca~e readings to full scale defect-
ion and then immediately afterwards with decreasing scale readings back to zero. If a single
instrument is to be tested, it is often best to adjust the pressure until the pointer of the instru-
ment stands at a predetermined mark on the scaIe. If, however, several instruments are to be
tested, it is more convenient t~ set the manometer and then read the instruments. The errors
during this test at no part of the sc”de should be greater than 1 per cent of the t6ta1 scale

—

. .

.

I.
I

Fm. 3.

range either tith increasing or decreasing readings. Instruments are always t appeal
diatdy before reading.

imme-

T“ibrafion.—For‘this test the vibrating board previously dwcribed is used. The instru-
ments are vibrated for se~eral hours. During vibration the pointer should not oscilIate at any
part of the scale more than 1 per cent of the total scale r~ue. —

(’atilwation ajler viibation.—’llhe object of this calibration in which the procedure is the
-

same as that made before tibration is twofold: To determine if the vibration has injured the
instrument, and to give a room temperature calibration with which to compare the subsequent
temperature tests. The error Hue to vibration for se-reral hours should not axceed 1 per cent “
of the total scale range if the instrument is to perform satisfactorily under the actual condi-
tions of use.

.. .

Temperature fecfa.-The instruments are placed in the temperature chamber and the tem-
perature raised to about 50° C. After the instruments have been given time enough to come
to practicfly the same temperature as the air in the chamber, they are calibrated as in the

-.

previous calibration. The error during this rub should not at any time exceed 2 per cent of
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the total scale range. This also applies to tho cold run. For tho cold kst t.hoprocedure is the
same as in the hot test, except that the twuperaturo is lowered to – 10° C.

Friction and inclination tests.—These two tests are run at. the swno tinm.”” ‘H~o_instru-
ments are slowly brought up to a given reading which is notod. The instrurnents are then
tapped, and the reading again noted. The difference between those two readings constitutes
the friction error. After recording the second reading the instruments are turned into a hori-
zontal plane, tapped, rmd the reading noted. The difference Mwrcen the third and second
readings is known tis the inclination error. Neither .Ofthese errors should cxcced 1 per cent. of
the total scale range.

Dn~ft.—For this test a differential prwure suffwient to produm nearly full scnlc defh!ction
is applied to the instrument for sovertd hours. Tlm<htingc of rewling during this timo is rolled
the drift. !llis should not exceed 1 per cent of the total scale range.

Overpressure.—A differential pressure 100 per cent greater thtin that roquircd for full
scale deflection is applied for one minute. If the pointer returns approximately to zero, iL is

assumed that no damage has been done. A study has been made of_tho effect of wwrpressuro
on the calibration curve, from which it was found that in.some cams wpermanent disphtcenmnt
occurs, thus changing the calibration of the instrument.

The results of. tests on a representative instmrne.nt of PitokVeilturi type of American
manufacture are given below. It was calibrated at room temperature I.mfurcand nftcr sub-
jection to vibratiori similar to that e.yperienccd in actual flight and at – 7° C. and -t 47° C. by
applying measured cliffercntial pressuras to-the imt.rument. Rvadings wers talum at approxi-
mately equal intmwals up the scale ta full scale deflection and tlum immediately aftwwards
back to zero. The corresponding speeds in mihwp~r hour were found from the prcssuro vdocity
chart previously referred to which was prepared at the Washington Navy Yard wild tunnel
for use with the Zahm pressure nozzle.

In column 1 of Table I ars the read.ngs of tho “@trument in mil& per hour. In the cven-
numbered’ columns are the additive corrections for. increasing differential premm, and in the
odd-numbered colurnns~after column 1, the same for decreasing differential prossuro.

TABLE L-Airspeed-Imiicakw Calibratww

SERIAL NO. 187. IDENT. NO. 2.

,
~*~& ‘&ecticms, Inau’u- .

co170cti0n90 W?&!menk at—7” C.,

I ~- befo~evlbradon. af&%a%n. caldrun. hot. ruq.”
..

I J&3
per how.

:~ I “ ..”..-. ~~ “..

S7p. Down, L@. ‘ Dom.I. > up. Down. up. Dowri.

l— -
1 2 3 4

~ ,6
7 8 9

l— — — —

30 +4. o +2 o +3.0 +1.7 +3. 3 +%-a
KJ

+x 5 +a 5
+2. 4 “:;; +20 +0. 8 +2. 7 +1.5

WI
+L5 +0.2

+2.0 +.L 7 +0. 3 +2. 2 +1.4 +1,0 -0.2
120 +1. a -i-o. 4 +1.2 +0. 4 +2. 2 +1.4 +0.5 -a e
140 ;;.: +0. 3 +0. 6 ~a4 -!-L7 / &4 0.0 -g. : . .

lea . +1.0 +1:0 +1.0 +1.5 1“ 0“0 “ -.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Effect of temperahme.—The readings of the instrument at – 7° C. are lower thtin the room-
temperature readings on the average by about 0.5 mile per hour, whereas the readings at
+ 47° C. are higher by about the same amount. .

Effect of vibration.—A slight decrease of the a~d~~ive correction@ the middle scalo_readinga
resdted from vibrating the instrument-for five hours. :.

Friction test.—Readinga taken before and after tapping in no case show diflerenccs excccd-
ing 1 mile per hour. There was a slightly irregda.r motion of the pointer Under gradua~~y
applied prwsure,. . .

..

-.. ,.

. . . . ...:

.
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hchution te&-Readingg taken vrith the instrument vertical and horizontal showed a
maximum ditlerence of 2.5 mka per hour at the 30 mike per hour point. This shouId be less than
1 mile per hour.

Drijl.-The error caused by the elastic fatigue of the diaphragms was determined by
applying for five houm a differential pressure sticient ta produce a scale reading of 155 miks
per hour. This error was 1.3 miles per hour.

Ozwprewure.-An increase in reading amounting to about 1 mile per hour resulted from
applfi for 1 minute a prassure of 130 inch= of water.

The results are shown graphically in Qure 4.

~~111,,,,11[111EFfECTOF Vii9RA7kW
+4 ,

c,% Ig +4
,=
u
0 +2
L
L

-2 I I I I I I I
Ai-’e5”c At -7-C At +~ec

U~”-Z%.
—---=+ -Dj- u~ Dan.

30 m w 120 m [60
Scale red;hqh mifam hour

mm4.-Ef&d ol Vibmthu and tempezabm m m.akpeed Illdimtcr.

METHODS OF COMBINING WTNll TUNNEL TESTS WITH STATIC TESTS.

The purpose in this section is to indicate briefly t~e method of obtaining,the calibration
curve of a given pressure head and indicator by combining the results of wind tunnel and static
laboratory tests. h general the procedure is as follows:

A wind tunnel testis made on the pressure nozzle in which the relation between the pres-
sure de-doped by the nozzle and the velocity of the corresponding air stream is directIy deter-
mined. The results of this test are plotted on logarithmic paper, with the air speed as one
axis and the pressure as the other. This curve will be a straight Iine tithin the ordinary range
of airplane speeds if the pressure head follows the p W law. The diflerentiaI pressures corre-
spond@ to a series of indicator readimgs are then found in the laboratory with a manometer
in the usual manner. The speeds Corresporiding to these pressures are computed from the
logarithmic plot and the corrections found by subtracting (algebraically) the instrument reading
from the true read@. A plot of these points is made, and the smoothed curve drawn through
these points is the calibration curve. An example of this procedure is seen below in same
tests made on Venturi air-speed metem by the Bureau of Standards in cooperation with the
Washington Navy Yard, “where the wind tunnel tests were made.

.-
.—

,..-

-
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TABLE H.-RTnd tunnel data.

l) OUBLE-T~OAT WNTURI.

.

7
—

m

$
35
40 .
46

&’

I“g

io

- .—

[.

I
----

I I I . . .

inches ofFrom the above a curve
water as ordind@ and speeds

was plotted on logarithmic paper. With suction in
in miles as abscissas .thiacurve is shown in figure (6),

/00 ! 1 , ,

90 I L
I 1 1 I

m I
I t I I

7fl I

I50

40

.%9 I_.

.6 ,
$5 i I v I I I 1111
> I R
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, , , , ,

Ill 1

. ~G. 6.

In Table 111.aro shown the data of a static tast on the indicator and the
computed from the above calibration of the nozzl{.~

.
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TABLE lIL-Static tats.
READING TAK3KN WLTH IZJCREASINC4 SECTION.

I

I

36
46

%
&s
70
33

1%
ma

3
—1
-3
-8
–3
–s

2
-4
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READING TAKEN WITH DECREMIN(I SCCTIOK.

I S&jJ#$l ~yg ‘s.~ %W$? “

.! H“ .“: ~

water. j hour. hew. ha.

M .34 –6
2: 44

R
g~~u%:

76 72 –4
35 –4

k: 1% M -4

In Table IV are shown the results of wind tunnel and static teats7 on a series of instru-
ments. The fqct that the average discrepancy between the tests is less than 1 mile per hour
is noteworthy, considering the errora which may enter.

In the static tests the errors are largely due to the dii%culty of read~u the instrument.
h accuracy exceeding 0.2 mile per hour ia rarely attained since the manometer can only
be read to about this degree of accuracy. In wind ttmnel tests the rapid fluctuations of the
manometer reading introduce more serious errors. When the results of the two tests are com-
bined there may be a further error due to interpolation.

7’A13MlN.-Compmiwn of w-d iunnel W(S with static calihrotione.

!4
110 : 75
226. $

324 i 67
34J: 67.5

65.5
67.5

: g:

& ml
!231 –6s

6 72

-1–7. 8
-8:

::; I
+LS
+0.s
+aa
+al .
+0.5
+L7 I
-0.9 j

67.2
67.3
i9.5
a12
tms
m. 3

3:

E:
69.7
ml 1

6%0

H
M.o
66.8
65.1

R
as.4
6a’i
67.5
6a9

-t6s.3
66.3
66.5
66.6
67. ‘I
67.8
67.6
5&6
6i.s
67.5,
67.4
67.5 I

.

1Pftat-V@uri NO.WB usedwith sli ~ie. At 65.6miles p= ha by Bomm Of Stsndmds Stsndard Pitct, 123-Breads 07.3miles
Perhonr, which gkesacmectkn -

,m.m~btw.n.pm$dRw&:P& pointnmenlr.tstoamfies~honr.

FLKGHT TESTS.

Flight teats on air-speed indicators involve determining simultaneously the readings of
the instrument during ilight and the speed of the airpkme itself relati~e to the air by an inde-
pendent method, which usualiy consists of measuring the time of flight of the airphne over a
measured course. In general such observations are made from the ground, although it is also
possible with suitable arrangements to determine without the use of an ordinary air-speed
indicator the air speed of an airphme from &e airplane itself. One of the difRcuIties encoun-
tered in’ alI of these measurements of air speed is that of eliminating the effect of the wind

~These results wsre obtshed in coqfrstion with tha W&d Tunnel Stsft C4the Bureau rdStsnder&.
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which, in general, is not constant either in magnitude or direction for any considerable length
of time.

The method most usually adopt~d is to conduct the experiments when no wind is blowing
or ta select a measured course in the direction of the wind and ha~e the airplane fly back and
forth across this course with and against the wind. At each end of the course an observer is
stationed who notes with” the aid of sighting vrir~ _the exact moment at which the airplane
passes the designated point. The time intermnhg between these observations is determined
either by the use of synchronized stop watches or preferably a chronograph and from this and
the known length of the course the speed of the airplane can be calculated. The mcrm of the
measurements with and against the wind gives the hue air speed of thc airplane. Comparison
of these observations with those obtained from the readings of the air-speed indicator on the
plane itself make it possible to determine the errors in the speed indicator. If stop watches are
used some method of signakg between stations such as a telephone must be provided, ~~t the
exact moment when the airplane passes the first station the observer starh his stop watch and
signals tQ the second station, who also starts his watch. When the airphme reaches the second
station on signal from the second observer both stop watches are simulttineously stopped,
The average of the readings of the two watches is taken as that of the time of transit of the
airplane over the course. If a chronograph is used it is prcrrided with two recording pens.
one is connected to a standard clock -which makes a mark on the chronograph record each
second; the other, connected electrically to the stations of the measured course, records tho
time when the airplane passes the observem, each of whom presses a key to make a mark on
the chronograph strip. The interval between the two marks as determined by the series of
one-second marks on the chronograph record makes it possible to obtain within 0.1 sccxmd
the true time of transit of the airplane. These observations, t,ogether with those mado on the
air-speed indicator during the flight, provide the necessnry data for computing the corrections
of the air-speed indicator itself. If the course is not exactly in the direction of the wind the
magnittide and direction of the latter must be determined by meteorological methods and u
suitable correction applied. Because of the variability of the wind this is ordinarily a
troublesome and uncertain factor.

The speed of the airplane can’aleo be found from the tirphme itedf by the use of a measured
course or of two objects on the ground a known distance apart by determining with u suitable
sighting device and stop watch the time required for the airplane to fly back and forth between
the selected points, which ehouId be in the direction of the wind. The air speed is determined,
as in the previous case, by taking the average of the observat.ious with and against the wind
and this value compared with the average of a. series of readings ttikcn simultaneously on the
iairsp:ed indicator.

The disturbing effect of the wind can also be eliminated by flying over a selected trial@ar
course, the distances between ‘the three points which determine the triangle having been care-
fully measured. From the time required to fly over each of the knowu distances the effect
of the wind can be determined.

It is also possible to calibrate air-speed indicators by determining the position of an airplane
in flight at frequent intervale with the use of theodolitw or camera obscures located on a base
line of known length. The speed of the plane at the various positions at which observations
are taken can then be computed and the air-speed indicator calibrated by comparing these
speeda with those read at corresponding times on the air-speed indicator carried on the airplnnc.
These methods will not be considered here at length because they pertain to investigations
relating “to the performance of the airplane itself rather than to the calibration of air-sptwd
indicators.

.0 Additional data sufficient to determine the temperature of the air and the barometric
pressure are also required for flight tests of air-speed indicators because the readings of the
instruments depend on the density of the air. This is particularly true in the case of the last-
mentioned method, where observations at varying altitudes are made. .
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PART III.

PRIiXCIPLES OF GROUND-SPEED MEASUREMENT.

BY FRANKLIN L. HUNT.

MEASURING GROUND SPEED FHOM THE GROUND.

The measurement of the speed of aircraft relative to the ground is of great import ante in

long-dkt ante flying, in bombing operations, and in connection with aircraft performance tests.
The problem of finding suitable methods for the purpose has been given much thought, but as - -.=_
yet no entirely satisfactory solution has been found.

lfethods which have been considered maybe divid~ into two classes: (1) Those applicable
-.

wsent idly to aircraft performance tests in which the speed of the aircraft is measured from the
ground ancl (2) the much more important chss in which the ground speed is determined. from the

..—

aircraft itsdf.
(If the former methods, the one most commonly used is- thd of measuring the speed of tho

aircraft over a measured course. The principal diflicnlty in this case is that tie wind may
int reduce errors which are diflicult to eliminate. Thii can best be done by seLecting a course .

exuctly in the direction of the wind. By cletermini~~ the time required ● A
to fly over such a course first in one direction and then in the other, the
effect of the -wind can be eliminated assumirg that the speed of the
aircraft is constant, by tak@ the a~erage of the -docities with and
against the wind. ‘iThen ground speed is determined by this method

B “.

0W8
an observer is ordinarily stationed at ench end of the measured course
to note with a stop watch or record on a chronograph the time of trmsit
of the airplane. Telephonie or tekgraphic communication is provided
between the stat ions to coordinate the time data. c

bother possibility is to select a triangular come and to determine the time required for
the aircraft to fly o-rer each of the three le+ The effect of the wind can then be determined
graphically m follows: If WA, WB, and WC represent in magnitude and direction the three
vdocities attained on the trian@r course the radius O-Aof the circle drawn through the points
A, B, and C wiIl represent the ~elocity of the airplane and WO the -relocity and dwection of
the wind.

The difficulty here is that. it is almost impossible if there is a strong side wind to fly exactly
over the corners of the course.

Another method essentially of a military nature and apphcable only where bomb~~ areas
are available is to fly twice over a chosen course, once exactly -withthe wind and ~-ain exactly
aa-inst it and to drop each time two bombs at a detlnitely determined time intervaI. From the
time intervals and the distance between the spots where the bombs strike the effect of the
wind can be ekninated the speed of the aircraft found. Here ngain it is also possible to
eliminate the effect of the wind by makirg three ~Uhts in different directions and from the
three -iniluesof the velocity and the directions of the flights to ebninate the effect of the wind
by the graphical method previously described. To obtain the necessary accuracy by this
method the interval at vrbich the bombs are dropped shouId be at least from 5 to 10 seconds.

It is also po~ible to determine the speed of aircraft from the ground by the use of the@olites.
If only one instrument is available the ground speed can be found by using it in conjunction

591
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with a barograph by making a series of azimuth and altitude observations with the theodoliki
at known time intervals and determining from the barograph” the correspondkg altitudes.
More accurate determhations can be made by using two theodolites locatcd one at each end of a
measured base line. This base line should if possible be at least a mile in length. In this caso
ahitude and azimuth observations are made at knowrt time intervals with each instrument, from
which, with the len@ of the baseline, the ground speed of the aircraft can be deter~cd. Tele-
graphic and telephonic communication between the -two stations is provided to coor~lnato the
time data. In a recent instrument of this type photographic records of the readings of the
instruments are obtained by the use of an especially constructed film camera attachment. TIM
shutter of the camera is operated electrically and the fllrn is advanced ausomatically after each
exposure. A chronograph is also provided which records the time when each observation is
made. This instrument has the advantage that an observer is not required to record tho settings.
Moreover, since the settings are recorded instantaneously they can be made at moro frequent
intervals, -which increases the accuracy of the results.. It is also possible by suitable electrical
connections to record the settings of the instrument gt both ends of the bw. lino simultaneously,
in which case the observer at each theodolite must keep his instrument trained constantly on
the aircraft. A further refinement would be to protide the thm~olites with telescopes hav”mg
cameras attached and in this way obtain simultaneously records of the readings of both instru-
ments and the positions of the aircraft in the telescopic fields.

Another method, the same in principle, is to place camera obscuras tit the ends of a
measured base-line. and plot the position of the aircraft at definite timo intervals. The plots
obtained, together with the optical constants of the cameras, and the length of the baso line,
provide the necessary dtttafor computing the ground speed of the aircraft.

MEASURING GROUND SPEED FROM AIRCRAFT.

The methods of ~~termining ground speed from the aircraft itself are aIso subject to classi-
fication according or not as they depend upon seeing the ground. The former tirecsscntiall~
optical, the latter dynamical or electrical.

If a sighting @escope is available the ground speed can be determined from tho airphmc
by flying over either a straight or triangular measm%~course or between any two obj ccta on Lhti

d

ground of known distance apart and noting the time required. This method

r
is essentially on,e previously described where observations are made from the

b ground. The statements made in r_~ard to the effect of the wind and methods
A

L
of eliminating it apply equalIy in this case.

The type of optical ground-speed indicator most commonly used on air-
.—

+6--4 Crdt, the type ordintiy seen on bomb sights, depends upon determining with
a stop watch the time required for some object on the ground tu pass between

two sighting points on the ground speed indicator in a horizontal line longitudinal with refer-
ence to the aircraft. The ground-speed is calculate-d”from (1) the ratio of the distance apart uf
the two sighting points, (2) the distance from the horizontal line defined by them to a third
sighting point at the observer’s eye, and (3) the altitude of the aircraft. The principle may be
demonstrated as follows:

Let a= distance from line b to the eyepiece.
b= distance between the two sighting points.

A= the altitude.
B= the distance traversed’ by the aircraft while the object appears to mov~ between the

two sighting points.
t= time in seconds required.
S= speed of the aircraft.

Then by geometry
a_b
A–E ““ r
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It is also possible by a suitable optical arrangement to neutralize the apparent motion of
objects on the ground as viewed through a telescope or ta cause some reference point in the tale- .
scopic field to move at the same rate as the image of the object on the ground. If then the
rate at which the telescope or the image in the tebscopic field is moving is determined and the -.

altitude of the aircraft is lmown the ground speed maybe found. A number of devices of this
kind h~ve been invented.

.tiother method is to introduce by means of a rotating t&scope or similar detice an artfi-
cial driit at right mgle to the actuaI drift relative to the ground. From the direction of the
resultant apparent drift and the magnitude of the artificial drift the ground speed cam be com-
puted. The principle may be illustrated graphically as follows:

.—

IL& OG reprwmt the ground speed of the aircraft the maggtude of which .is to be found
and the direction of which is shown by the use of some drift device; OD ~
the known artificial drift introduced at right anglee to the ground speed OG

w

R

by the rotating telescope or other device OR will then represent we resultant
apparent drift as seen through the rotating telescope and if the angle 8 * e
between the artificial drift and the resultant apparent drift is measured the G .-—

magnitude of the ground speed can be cslctiated by the reIation

OG=OD tan 8.
—.

Considering now the dynamical methods, it is theoretically possible to obtain the speed
of an aircraft by determining the time integral of the accelerations to which it is subjected. It
has been proposed to do this by supporting a mass between springs so that it is free to move in a
horizontal plane in a fore and aft direction. The displacement of the mass under these circum-
stantes wiIl be proportional to the acceleratiofi of the aircraft. The time integral of this dis- —
placement may be obtained mechanically and shown on a direct reading diaI, but the inherent .-

friction of the integrating mechanism and the inevitable accumulation of errors in inkgrat ion
seriously limits the practicability of such a device. Moreover it is necess~ that the mass move
only in a horizontal phme to prevent accelerations of the mass due to gravity which can appar-
ently be brought about ordy by gyroscopic stabdization.

I.%Qprinciple involved maybe demonstrated as follows: . .
Let M= mass supported by the springs.

x = displacement of mass M due to the acceleration of the aircraft.
v= velocity of the aircraft.
C= constant of proportionality depending on the strength of the springs.
t= tie.

The force exerted on the mass M due to the acceleration of the aircraft is

This force is also proportional
resistance of the springs, hence

Equating

and integrating

20167-s34s

u

h the displacement of X since the reaction ie due to the

F= (%
.—
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i. e,, the velocity is proportional to the time integral of the dieplacmnen t of the maw ill which
in turn is proportional to the acceleration of the a.ircxaf t.

Ground speed may also be determined by observing the displacement if a mass in opposi-
tion to a resistance proportional to the velocity of the mass. Such-a rwishmce might bo either
of mechanical or electrical origin. An experimenttil model made at the Bureau of Standards :
ta illustrate this principle consists of .a metal ball frge to. move along a horizontal glass tube
filled with oil Wing to the viscosity of the oil the ball experienqee a resistance prop;rticmril
to its velocity; The principle is as fdows: -

Let m= the mass of the ball.
.

v = its velocity with reference to the vjscous medium,
VO=its absolute velocity in space.
R =resistanee which. it experiences. :

.

z = the displacement of the maw in time t.
c = a constant of proportionality.

Then R= – m since the resistance is proportional to the velocity.

But.also R= m $$ by the laws of motion.

Therefore

du C

‘d~= ‘iiv
Integrating

Vo=; x

and since VOdoes not differ appreciably from the ground speed of the aircraft, the displacmwnt
is evidently a measure of the ground speed. This device would also require stabilization,
which in this case presents the special difficulty that the movement of the btdl displaces per-
manently the center of gravity of the stabi~ized system.

The recent development of directional wirele=. telegraphy methgds has premnted another
possibility for ground-speed measurement. }Vith a. suitable receivigg appamtus, the posi[ion
of the aircraft at successive intervals of time titi gference to two sending stations of known
distanco apart may be determined and from these. observations tha ground speed computed. “

It has ako been suggested that methods of determining the pohmtial differences set up
electromagnetically in conductors on the aircraft by their motion through tlm earth’s mag-
netic field might ~e developed and applied to the measurement of tho speed of the nircraf t. ~Yith
reference b the earth. The practical difficulty is to avoid the equal opposing elcctrtmmtive
force set up by the return wire of the electro-maametic circuit. Moreover, varying stu{ic pot(*]l-
tial differences in the atmosphere encountered by the aircraft in fight might eusily intrcxluco
troublesome disturbances of such magnitude gs to swamp the main dlcct. hro pmcticd Jcvice

of this kind has thus far been made.
SUMMARY.

Of the methods of determining ground speed f~om the ground, the measured speed course
is the most exact. Of the methods from the aircrpft itself, the optical methods rnentioncd aro
practicable and reasonably precise but troublesorru to the aviator because t?ley require t.httt
observationa be made at frequent intervals. Of tie methods not depending upon the mrtll
being visible, the wireless triangulation method appears mos’t likely to yield practical resulte,

.- -...
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